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Abstract
Music and literature have long-standing links. Music has drawn on literature, and vice versa. The
advent of the phonograph transformed the condition of music in myriad ways. It made music more
accessible and more portable. It also created a new industry of music makers: record producers and
engineers, recording artists and record journalists. In this paper I examine the literary responses
to the phonograph, and argue that novelists such as Jules Verne, Sinclair Lewis, Bram Stoker and
Thomas Mann were among the first to respond to the phonograph, helping to demystify many of
the fears that accompanied a machine that was able to preserve sound. I suggest that novelists and
short stories, well in advance of phonographic historians and analysts, identified the ways in
which records and recordings were incorporated into the day-to-day lives of individuals.

This was no childish peepshow, like those of which all the guests were sick and tired, at which
no one ever looked after the first few weeks. It was an overflowing cornucopia of artistic
enjoyment from the grave to the gay. It was a musical apparatus. It was a gramophone. (Mann
1999, p. 636)

Introduction

The advent of the phonograph rendered music ‘unforgettable’. Edison had not
anticipated this and had in mind a machine for preserving speech that might, one day,
render writing obsolete (Gitelman 1999). That he failed to appreciate the musical
opportunities afforded by his machine stemmed from a fear that if these caught
on – as they did – they would demean his invention. Even though the general public
was enthralled by its capacity to preserve sound, Edison soon turned his attention to
other inventions and allowed others to champion the cause of the phonograph. They
gave ‘utterance’ to the phonograph as a potential medium of entertainment, initially
of popular song. Although this did little to enhance its cultural credentials, which
many deemed risible, they, nonetheless, pointed the way forward, and saw the
phonograph evolve into a vehicle of music. As a result, the entire condition of music
underwent transformation: not just in terms of its production and consumption but its
metaphysical condition, enabling music to be diffused across time and space, and
replicated ad nauseam (Chanan 1995).1

Music has always enjoyed a productive relationship with literature. Composers
have drawn on literature for their subject matter and, in their turn, writers have seen
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music as an exemplary art, worthy of emulation, and whose particular aesthetic
powers have excited speculation (Aronson 1980). Its mechanical reproduction lent
new dimensions to this speculation across a range of concerns. The processes of
industrialisation and economic realities associated with recorded music generated
new musical identities and new ways of identifying with music, and which musicians,
perhaps because they were too close to their art, either eschewed or overlooked.
Novelists enjoyed an advantage over them in this respect, and were among the first
cultural ‘historians’ to map the phonograph’s destabilising impact on music and the
important role recording played in the ‘aestheticisation’ of everyday life (Bull 2000,
p. 190). In the imagined communities of gramophone fiction, heed is paid to the real
world of recording, and attention is drawn to the forms of social re-construction music
underwent following the phonograph’s advent. Through ‘excavating’ the literary
record of the record, it is possible to recover the ways contemporary cultures have
responded to recording and which, it is argued, have brought individuals into a more
intimate contact with music.

Raising the Dead: phonographic exhumation

From the first, phonographs provoked consternation. The general public was mes-
merised by their capacity to transcend the ordinates of time and space, which had
previously confined sound to the present tense. The capacity to transfer sound into the
future often invoked the theme of communing with the dead – even for the thor-
oughly pragmatic Edison. His own ‘literary’ reflections on the phonograph included
references to the immortalising effects of recordings, that they possessed the capacity
to ‘annihilate time and space’ (Edison 1878, p. 536), enabling formerly fugitive
utterances to be ‘transmitted to posterity’ (Edison 1888, p. 646). That Edison was
known as the ‘Wizard of Menlo Park’ only lent force to the idea that he was dabbling
with demonic forces.

In a context where there was widespread interest in communicating with the
dead, machines such as the phonograph, which could apparently cheat the extin-
guishing effects of death, excited fictional interest (Thurschwell 2001). Typical was
Comte de Auguste Villiers de l’Isle-Adam’s novel Tomorrow’s Eve. Originally pub-
lished in serial form in 1886, nine years after the phonograph’s invention, it features
Thomas Edison as one of its protagonists, who laments the fact that it took aeons for
the phonograph to be invented. He evinces surprise that the likes of Aristotle and
Euclid had not produced one (Villiers de l’Isle-Adam 1986, p. 19); for had they done
so, the world would now have the opportunity to ‘hear’ and determine the veracity of
the great sonic events of the past such as Jericho’s walls being ‘trumpeted’ to the
ground. The fictional Edison intimates the phonograph had arrived too late, for there
are now no auditory feats worth preserving. Such regrets provide the preamble for the
novel’s principal theme: unrequited love. His English friend Lord Ewald has fallen for
a living Aphrodite. Unfortunately, her moral credentials are less than immaculate and
are no match for her corporeal attractions, which have ‘adulterated’ at least one
marriage. Edison dedicates himself to redressing her moral flaws and creates for
Ewald an exact replica of the siren: a ‘masterpiece of illusion’ ( ibid., p. 192). This is
courtesy of two golden phonographs located at the ‘nervous centre of the phantom’,
which are able to produce ‘celestial conversations’ drawn from the words of
the greatest poets, metaphysicians, and novelists: the quintessences of human
perfectibility. Edison’s sorcery demonstrates that nature can be outwitted, and he
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envisages a factory for manufacturing androids sans human failings. Contrary to
Plato’s doctrines, the artificial is not to be decried; it can provide a superior realm of
immanence, where the soul of human creation is void of natural cravings.

The Castle of the Carpathians, a novel by Jules Verne, also traverses Frankenstein
territory. In his castle, the Baron de Gortz has created a mechanical mannequin
using mirrors and optical illusions, which also contains a phonograph, playing a
recording of the late diva, La Stilla. This was made by Orfanik, the Baron’s loyal
servant, who had ‘introduced into the private box at the theatre’ a phonograph whose
‘cylinders received the cavatinas and romances’ from the diva’s concerts, including
the aria she was singing the night she died (Verne 1893, p. 209). It enabled the
Baron to listen to his beloved diva, as if he were in her very presence and she
continued to live.

A short story of Arthur Conan Doyle also explores the idea of the dead ‘com-
municating’ with the living via the phonograph. The story’s narrator, Mr Colmore
relates a rather disconcerting event occurring at the ancestral home of Sir John
Bollamore, in the county of Shakespeare. He recounts how for several nights he was
woken by a woman’s voice, sounding unmistakably like Bollamore’s deceased wife,
delivering a homily on the perils of alcohol, which was addressed to Bollamore, who,
prior to his marriage, had led a dissolute life. His wife, fearful that after her death he
might once again succumb to hedonist temptation, had procured the best phonograph
that money could buy and ‘with her dying breath gasped into it the words which have
held me straight ever since’ (Doyle 1929, p. 622).

The story provides a reminder that the earliest phonographs possessed a record
function, which meant that individuals could sing or speak their way into the annals
of immortality. But the story also highlights the phonograph’s dissembling potential,
and that the unwary could, as Colmore was at first, be ‘hoodwinked’ by the phono-
graph and assume its sounds to be ‘real’. Yet the capacity to be ‘deluded’ by early
phonographs, given their sonic limitations, would have been exceedingly low.
Recorded sounds had to fight their way through surface noise to be heard, which
drew attention to the fact that they were artificially produced, yet writers, by and
large, ignored the sound of the phonograph, as if it had no presence (Sterne 2003,
p. 223). James Joyce was one writer who did not. In an episode from Ulysses, also
involving an exhumed voice, the words of the dead speaker struggle to be heard
against the sounds of the ‘primitive’ disc: ‘Kraahraark! Hellohellohello amwfullyglad
kraark awfully gladaseeragain . . .’ ( Joyce 1960, p. 144).2

Edison’s ‘misreading’ of the phonograph’s future was shared by his literary
peers, who, like Joyce, by and large, saw it primarily as a ‘talking machine’, as mainly
a medium of speech. Music hardly ever entered the picture – and when it did, as in the
case of Tomorrow’s Eve, it had to be embodied in a ‘robot’ to affirm its realism. In Bram
Stoker’s Dracula, first published in 1897, the efficacy of the talking machine, viz its
capacity to stand in lieu of writing, is assayed. Dr Seaward, the novel’s psychiatrist
hero, uses a phonograph to record his consultations with his patients and notes how
onerous the process of writing is by comparison (Stoker 1993, p. 431). But though the
phonographic record of the patient’s words captures the ‘beating heart’ behind them,
they prove difficult to analyse, and Seaward is forced to resort to their transcription.
Stoker’s ‘insight’ echoed reality. For although Edison campaigned hard to have the
phonograph adopted as a Dictaphone – his company’s letterhead carried the
slogan ‘The Ideal Amanuensis’ – it proved a less than ideal amanuensis. As Villiers’
Edison recognised, it could not reproduce the ‘Milky Way’ or ‘silence’ (Villiers de
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l’Isle-Adam 1986, p. 15). Thus literature helped to expose the limitations of the
phonograph as a writing substitute.

Balm for Tortured Souls: 78s and jazz

Though Edison had disapproved of the musical deployment of his machine, the state
of its engineering, even in the 1920s, was less than felicitous for its reproduction and
caused many musicians to dismiss the phonograph as a toy. Records could, at best,
only accommodate four minutes of music per side, and the processes of recording
involved a range of acoustic compromises that did not endear themselves to musi-
cians, particularly ‘classical’ musicians who were unimpressed with the disc’s effi-
cacy. They were also unimpressed with what was being recorded, particularly jazz
whose recordings it popularised.3 Their objections to jazz stemmed from racist fears
about its sexual powers. A view developed that those interested in serious music were
ill served by existing record catalogues, dominated as they were by jazz. The embry-
onic record journalism of the 1920s aimed to redress this and enjoined the recording
industry to adopt a more ‘serious’ approach, to set higher standards for itself, and not
pander to popular taste. Even the short stories carried by contemporary record
magazines, such as The Gramophone, were consistent with this remit and disparaged
jazz (see McLachlan 1930, p. 318).

At the same time, record companies wanted to ameliorate their image and alter
the perception of the phonograph as a juvenile device. For this purpose, they sought
the imprimatur of the classical community. The development of electrical recording,
which improved its sonic range, plus the cessation of recording abridged versions of
the classics, helped their cause. It meant that by the end of the 1930s the catalogue
of classical music had expanded enormously, and offered a broader ‘representation’
of music than hitherto had been the case.

Several novels written during the 1920s and 1930s registered the growing
domestic presence of phonographs. Notwithstanding their relative expense (Pearsall
1976, p. 102), phonographs were fast being acquired as part of the appliance cult
associated with the ‘great God of convenience’; at least, that is the impression pre-
sented in Babbitt, Sinclair Lewis’ indictment of suburbia. In ‘8 out of 9’ American
homes, ‘a large cabinet Victrola’ had become a fixture, transforming every living room
into a potential concert hall and dance floor (Lewis 1998, p. 94). It, along with the
prints of Old Masters on the walls, represented a new type of culture, one dependent
on forms of mechanical reproduction, which meant that its patrons no longer had to
attend an actual concert or visit an actual gallery, places the aspiring suburbanite
found intimidating. For those smitten with culture, such as real estate broker George
Babbitt, records and prints provided an alternative mode of access to the aesthetic
realm, which enabled artistic desires to be gratified instantly, without confronting the
public sphere of art. Furthermore, a collection of jazz records made them feel modern
and wealthy. In this context, Sousa’s presentiments about the atrophying effects of
‘canned music’ (Sousa 1906) had come to pass: the piano was ‘no longer played’ and
all Babbitt ‘knew of creating music was the nice adjustment of the bamboo needle’
(Lewis 1998, p. 94). In the end, he trades in the shallow, second-hand culture of ‘Floral
Heights’ for the real thing: alcoholic binges, jazz, dancing girls and adultery. Once the
allure of the appliance culture is exhausted, the suburban Babbitt seeks solace in
unmediated sensuality and attempts to party his way out of alienation, courtesy
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of the ‘grind of the gramophone’ ( ibid., p. 343), only to compound his ascendant
neurasthenia.

On the other side of the Atlantic, Jean-Paul Sartre’s despairing Antoine
Roquentin, anti-hero of Nausea, also turned to gramophone records for solace. The
notebooks, from which Sartre’s novel is drawn, make reference to a Pathé recording of
‘Some of These Days’ which Roquentin asks to be played at a bar he frequents. As
barmaid Madeleine winds up the gramophone, he is fearful the record might annoy
the gentlemen enjoying their card game or that she will, mistakenly, play the theme
from Cavalleria Rusticana (Sartre 1965, pp. 35–6). She does not, and when he hears the
fateful words of his much requested song he feels release from his debilitating nausea.
A mere record, almost at the end of its useful life, is able to douse Roquentin’s furies,
and does so time and time again. It has the power to sweep away his depression, to
control his mood and blunt his melancholy, though not forever, for the steel needle is
‘going to start jumping and grating’ until it can no longer pick-up the song, and the
record will fall silent forever ( ibid., p. 246). Records were not immortal. Nor could
they be spun in reverse. They are just like life in fact; they come to an end, and there is
no way of backtracking.

The fictional record of the phonograph thus provides a record of gramophone
practices that have become extinct, such as their winding up, to bring them up to
speed, and sharpening bamboo needles to improve their riding power, and which in
the houses of the wealthy, servants were generally on-call to carry out – at least,
according to Pierre Benoît (1929).

Part of Roquentin’s fixation with his rag recording is its capacity to evoke a
common humanity, which is able to ‘shine’ through even the execrable surface noise,
and via which he is able to ‘tune’ into other ragged lives in the throes of angst – more
so than the sham beauties of Chopin Preludes, or any of the fine arts to which the
members of the bourgeoisie turn to seek absolution from their woes.

Thomas Mann’s novel, The Magic Mountain, which is set in an alpine sanatorium,
provides another phenomenological excursus on the existential powers of the
gramophone – one regarded as a Stradivarius for its time, the early 1920s (Mann 1999,
p. 637). Purchased to divert their attentions away from their illnesses, the patients are
immediately absorbed by the faithfulness of the gramophone’s reproduction, and
soon abandon themselves to its pleasures. But it is the novel’s narrator, Hans Castorp,
long-term patient at the sanatorium, who feels the most affinity with the mechanical
Stradivarius, and, fearing that the other patients will spoil its pleasures with their
imbecilic tricks, assumes responsibility for its guardianship. He supervises its playing
and assumes control over the recordings with which it has come, mostly symphonies,
overtures, chamber music and operas, and which he sees as a new ‘world to conquer’,
and to which he listens repeatedly through the night, while the other patients sleep. At
first he is overawed by the mechanisms of the ‘wonder box’ and is intrigued as to how
its circular and undulating motions can produce such a wealth and volume of sound.
This fascination is slowly transmuted into a desire to understand the music incarcer-
ated in the ‘acoustic cavity’ of the 78 ( ibid., p. 641), and the methods of its creation. He
becomes obsessed with several recordings in particular: the immolation scene from
Aida, Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, the tavern scene from Carmen, and
Schubert’s Lindenbaum, music which, like the sanatorium itself, emanates themes of
mortality. Even so, Castrop feels it has special powers of enchantment and offers him
‘aesthetic palliation’ in a context where he is in danger of losing his soul to consump-
tion. Even the admonitions of a fellow patient, Herr Settembrini, who saw luxuriating
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in such moribund music as ideological backsliding, could be overlooked when its
calming effects were so addictive.

Thus like Roquentin, Castorp discovers among his treasure trove of recordings,
albeit drawn from the ‘sham beauties’ of the bourgeois repertoire, balm for his
tortured soul, and that the ‘truncated sarcophagus of music’ ( ibid., p. 653) – yet
another allusion to the phonograph’s ‘mummifying’ powers – enabled him to soar to
the highest point on the arc of life. One begins to see in these two novels then, the
recognition that recorded music has distinct advantages over its live equivalent; for it
enables music to be privatised, and to be removed from the distracting social scaffold-
ing of the concert that often discourages an absolute contact with music.4 It also
enables music to become more accessible, which meant that it could be marshalled
into the service of the self, and to engineer, when demanded, mood changes. And as
Castorp found, after his fellow patients had gone to bed, he was able to contain
himself in music – quite literally – and hold up particular works for scrutiny and
examination. The message is clear: recordings have enabled music to become more
self-centred, and for individuals to enter into a deeper alliance with its universe and
call upon its pleasures for self-palliation.

Another Thomas Mann novel, Doctor Faustus, a ‘biography’ of the composer
Adrian Leverkühn, also alludes to the growing musical significance of the gramo-
phone. The novel observes that the gramophone has advanced beyond its toy phase,
and that ‘very good gramophone records had begun to be produced’ (Mann 1968,
p. 365). Examples drawn from such records provide Leverkühn with an opportunity
to rebuke those deploring the sensual excess of salon music. This occurs during a
soirée in a Munich apartment, when after dinner, the businessman host plays to the
assembled guests a selection of 78s, mostly Viennese waltzes to accompany liqueurs
and smoking – a reminder that the gramophone had begun to be deployed as a
mechanical divertissement. A publisher’s wife fears that Leverkühn will be bored, but
the composer demurs by way of musical example, courtesy of a 78: an aria from
Samson and Delilah, which had been a favourite of his organist teacher. Although the
recording is of a rather ‘whining orchestra’, enough of the soprano’s enunciation is
conveyed to provide the guests with a salutary example of music’s power to move.
Leverkühn suggests to the guests that mere absence of intellectual beauty is not
grounds for devaluing sensual music; but the episode is also a reminder of the way
recordings could be used for pedagogic purposes, to make musical points and
counterpoints.

Music Incorporated: stereo affairs in the recording studio

In the post-war period, the literary engagement with the gramophone focuses on a
broader conspectus of concerns. Several novels deal with the turbulent dramas
besetting the corporate corridors of phonographic power: the studios and board-
rooms, where careers are forged or destroyed. This is a telling development, a
manifestation of the fact that the world of recording and its various protagonists had
acquired sufficient intrinsic interest to warrant novels being written about them and
that their writers could take for granted their readers’ familiarity with the commoner
facts and figures of recording.5

A novel from the 1970s, when the majors were ‘experimenting’ with quadra-
phonic recording, is not atypical of its genre. Aria, written by former industry ‘insider’
Brown Meggs, describes the recording of Verdi’s Otello, from the negotiations with its
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temperamental stars through to the design of a risqué cover to ‘front’ the LP set. It is
written from the standpoint of record producer Harry Chapin, who, after graduating
from Harvard served an apprenticeship under CBS’s famed president, Goddard
Lieberson, and now works for Melos Doria, the classical division of Leisure Time Inc.
(LTI). The novel gives the impression that the drama of the opera is as nothing by
comparison with the soap opera unfolding off the recording set. When the novel
opens, Chapin is facing a major crisis: the indisposition of one of his singers necessi-
tates cancelling a prospective recording of Verdi’s Requiem. The initial chapters of the
novel deal with the casting for its replacement, Otello. Chapin has taken the dangerous
step of casting two unproven singers for the roles of Otello and Desdemona, and a
third, who has just been released from gaol, for Iago.

The first half of the novel is spent with Chapin criss-crossing the Atlantic
negotiating with a consortia of record companies, trying to convince their sceptical
CEOs that his decision will neither harm the cause of opera nor LTI’s profits. His
decision is eventually supported, though not without pointed criticism from the
opera’s conductor, Gian-Carlo Ponti, also an unknown quantity in the studio and who
insists on casting better-known singers such as his current mistress. Throughout all,
there is a constant shuffling of partners, as men and women form strategic alliances
to advance their careers. The novel’s climax occurs in Rome, the venue of the
recording, where a further round of headaches confront its hapless producer. The
ever-temperamental Ponti insists on postponing the recording for a few weeks so
that he can meet his conducting commitments, but is persuaded not to, before
threatening to withdraw altogether when it does not proceed to his satisfaction. The
Italian sound engineers piqued that an American engineer is overseeing them,
run the tape machines out of phase – rendering the takes useless. The singers
prove variously incorrigible, and the control room has to accept less than adequate
performances from them, which are emended through electronic intervention.
To add to Chapin’s woes, his wife discovers that he has been having an affair with a
twenty-one year old photographer, and leaves him. The climax of this soap opera of
tragedies occurs halfway up the basilica of St. Peters, where Chapin suffers a heart
attack.

When he returns to LTI’s Californian headquarters, he has to face the music on a
number of counts. It turns out that the project has come in over budget, that the
disgruntled Edith Cavallieri, originally cast for Desdemona, has filed a law suit
claiming breach of contract, and the sides of the LP are too long for sonic comfort and
an ‘unholy’ break has to be made to render them playable. For these as well other
corporate sins, Chapin’s contract with Melos Dorian is terminated. However, unlike
Otello, there is a happy ending. When the LP set is eventually released, it earns
plaudits from New York Times’ reviewer Morris Schoenbaum who regards the record-
ing as a superlative one: ‘If you have four-channel equipment, by all means close the
windows, lock the door and crank up the volume: the Moor lives!’ (Meggs 1978,
p. 456).

Meggs’ novel – a fictional equivalent of Norman Lebrecht’s vitriolic attacks on
the music industry (e.g. Lebrecht 1992) – demystifies the recording endeavour and
‘pans’ the fragile egos of its myriad participants. It intimates that the relationship
between performers and engineers is an abrasive one, and that the real stars of the
recording process are the engineers, whose electronic wizardry prevents bad record-
ings from being released. It also exposes the seedy underworld of corporate deals,
legal suits, sybarite lifestyle and clandestine liaisons that shadow even the classical
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industry. Sex and drugs are as rife in the world of opera as they are in rock and roll!
The moral is clear: in the world of recording the performers are the villains, and the
real heroes of recording are the engineers, who make good their musical indiscretions,
bringing otherwise ill-distinguished recordings up to scratch.

At the opening of Aria, Chapin has just concluded an interview with Time
magazine in which he observes, in response to an asinine article on the majors, that the
‘classics are about as useful as tits on a mule’ (Meggs 1978, p. 7). This remark, meant
half-in-jest, was intended to convey a truth about the parlous plight of the classical
recordings in the ‘age of rock’. It is a truth brought home, quite literally, when Chapin
visits his girlfriend’s apartment. He is hard pressed to find any classical LPs among
the hundreds she owns, and when he does they are closeted away, presumably, in the
hope that if they are not seen they will not be ‘heard’.

Although some in the 1920s had fought valiantly on behalf of classical music and
hoped that the development of a respectable classical catalogue would eventually kill
the enthusiasm for jazz, the opposite eventuated. Recording produced a diversifica-
tion of the musical canon and helped generate an enthusiasm for musical forms
outside the Western mainstream. It helped resurrect music from historical obscurity
and from geographical regions whose musical traditions few had experienced. It
assisted to bring about cultural marriages between diverse musical traditions, which
helped reinvigorate the forms of Western music and resulted in an exponential
expansion of musical options and phonographic markets.

Yet not all were happy with some of the resultant marriages: at least that is the
impression emerging from The Day the Music Died, Joshua Smith’s unflattering
account of the record industry in the 1950s, post-Elvis Presley, where it is suggested
that the industry’s attempt to make black music palatable for white audiences
involved stealing its very soul. The corporate behemoth involved is US-based Inter-
national Transcription and Recording Corporation (ITRC), one of the ‘big five’
dominating the industry. A German immigrant established the corporation, an allu-
sion to Emile Berliner’s role in early recording. When the novel opens, ITRC has
market dominance not just in recording but also radio, film and armaments. However,
this dominance was under threat and ITRC was fast losing market share to smaller
labels such as Nashville-based Carousel Records, which were more in tune with
popular taste and were able to satisfy the growing demand for Country and Western.
Mainly bought by the young, who were the new players in the market, its recordings
were dominating the charts. Unfortunately, in most instances they were ‘white’
covers of rhythm and blue songs – filched, more or less, word for word from black
singers without appropriate financial recompense.

The appointment of Gino Turicotti to head of ITRC marks a new corporate
beginning, along with a ten-year plan designed to restore ITRC’s market pre-
eminence. By the end of the 1960s, with a little help from corrupt practices such as
payola which smashed Carousel Records, and multi-track recording which had ‘been
made primarily for the benefit of inept musicians and vocalists’, to overdub their
parlous attempts at singing (Smith 1982, p. 346), ITRC has achieved its goal and has
secured over fifty per cent of the market share of record sales but at a cost: the
debasement of musical values. Semi-quavers have given way to dollar signs. Hits now
depend on how stars look, not what they sing. Music has taken a backseat to profits
and labels are only interested in market domination. An unflattering picture of the
contemporary record corporation emerges, of what can happen once mercenary goals
are placed at the forefront of the recording endeavour.
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Roll over Beethoven: tales of retailing

In dealing with the post-war listener to records, novelists also display acumen. In fact,
well in advance of music and cultural historians, they were conscious of the way
recording was transforming the musical community, adding new identities to its
world. One example of this transformation were the record shops of the 1950s, when
teenagers began to enjoy levels of economic prosperity unknown to previous genera-
tions and had enough discretionary income to shout themselves distinctive clothes
and the music to match in the shape of albums and singles. For the rock addicted
young, record shops became important venues of cultural exchange and assignation,
and in line with this popularity began to exhibit a phonographic version of the ‘great
musical schism’, the division between popular and classical music.

In Keith Waterhouse’s Billy Liar, the growing cultural importance of record
shops for the young is recognised. Their appearance along with Odeon cinemas and
Woolworths supermarkets on the post-war high streets of English towns is seen as
part of their drab uniformity (Waterhouse 1962, p. 23). The X-L Disc Bar, in Moor-
gate’s, attracts its share of the town’s young: girls in tartan trousers and gipsy
ear-rings, boys in drainpipe trousers, and who were eager to hear the latest hits and
also have fun at its proprietor’s expense: ‘ ‘‘Hey, Maurie! Maurie! Is this a record?’’ I
cuffed his arm so that he almost dropped the L.P. ‘‘No, slipped disc,’’ I said’ ( ibid.,
p. 106). Upstairs, in the classical department, which is as exciting as a public library
and is a world away from the teenage pranks downstairs, there is but one customer,
and to whom the assistant talks in a suitably ‘plummy voice’. As Billy Fisher enters, he
quickly shuffles away to ‘audition’ his LP in one of the grey record booths ( ibid.,
p. 110).

A record shop, called a ‘disc-bootick’ and having the ‘gloopy’ name, MELODIA,
also features in the linguistically contorted world of A Clockwork Orange, Anthony
Burgess’ view of an apocalyptic future. The novel’s hero, Alex, fifteen and still at the
‘old skollivoll’, has a stereo installed in his bedroom with small speakers that spread
the sound around. It is his pride and joy, his purveyor of ‘bliss and heaven’ (Burgess
1972, p. 24). A recording of a new Violin Concerto by Geoffrey Plautus shows off its
visceral impact: ‘it was gorgeousness and gorgeosity made flesh. The trombones
crunched redgold under my bed, and behind my Gulliver the trumpets three-wise
silverflamed, and there by the door the timps rolling through my guts and out again
crunched like candy thunder’ ( ibid., p. 29). When Alex first visits MELODIA, it is to
obtain his ‘long promised and long ordered stereo Beethoven Number Nine’.

In Burgess’s state of ultra-violence, where the Droogs rule the streets and
indulge themselves in human blood sports, music is a double-edged sword. Alex has
read somewhere that in bountiful doses Great Music can thwart violent impulses and
‘quieten Modern Youth down’. For Alex though, it has the counter effect; it amplifies
these impulses. Thus, when he returns home with his precious Beethoven, along with
two precocious ‘ptitsas’ also ‘acquired’ at MELODIA, and sets the ‘needle hissing
onto the last movement’, the music stimulates an orgy of cruelty; the ode to joy
becomes an ode to horror. He leaps on the two ptitsas, who ‘stopped creeching fun’
and are forced to submit to the ‘strange and wild desires of Alexander the Large’ with
the ‘old Joy Joy Joy Joy crashing and howling way’ ( ibid., p. 39).

Part Two of the novel finds Alex, now only known by his institutional integers as
6655321, in a Ministry of Interior and Inferior Hospital, where he is subject to a
programme of aversion therapy, designed to rechannel his heinous urges. He is
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‘forced to viddy’ a series of ‘Horrorshow films’ and eventually feels nauseous when-
ever he is ‘slooshying lovely Ludwig van and G. F. Handel’ ( ibid., p. 91). After the
therapy, he returns to MELODIA for a dose of beloved Mozart, which like all
emotionally charged music, now ‘sickens’ him and he cannot tolerate the experience.
The programme achieves its end, but to the government’s potential embarrassment
the end is more than that desired, for it almost results in Alex’s end, his suicide, when
the pain induced by Skadelig’s Third Symphony becomes intolerable. Music in
bountiful doses is a prescription for social control – for disarming the likes of Alex.

Burgess provides an allegory on the brainwashing power of recorded music:
that in the wrong ‘ears’, it can invoke anti-social behaviour, stimulate nefarious acts,
provide pleasure but also pain. The moral benefits of music are therefore overdrawn,
and it cannot be made to redeem the problems of society; in fact, it might exacerbate
them. The idea of humanity wired to music might not be an altogether good thing; to
use Adorno’s example, music did not stop Auschwitz, so why should it stop Alex and
his Droogs. The sound effects of recorded music are powerful in the extreme, and can
provide new vectors for the authoritarian state to torture individuals and produce
sickening results. It is not just contemporary music or even popular music – the
traditional enemy of cultural conservatives – that can catalyse evil, for the music that
impels Alex’s ultra-violence is two centuries old; not only that, some of it was written
when its composers were younger than Alex.

Compared with Burgess’ novel, Nick Hornby’s High Fidelity occupies a far more
benign universe. Its hero is Rob Fleming. He is a thirty something ‘muso’ of sorts, who
manages a second-hand record shop in north London, Championship Vinyl, and
whose current relationship, with the successful Laura, has fallen, like his shop, on
hard times. This prompts him to review his previous, mostly unsatisfactory liaisons
with women, starting in high school and continuing through to the present. Rob treats
his beloved albums as signature tunes of his affairs; he uses them to map his identity
and that of his intimates. Records take on the role of a stethoscope in Rob’s life;
listening to them permits him to probe his heart. They lie at the hub of his life. He
derives a living from them and they provide him with a reason for living. Certain
recordings govern his whole being, and assist him – just as they did for Roquentin and
Castrop and, even, Alex – to keep an angry and alienated world at bay. Rob is a
discophile to his bootstrap, and regards anyone, especially his rival for Laura’s
affections, with less than a collection of 500 CDs, as ‘an awful person’ (Hornby 2000,
p. 159).

The happenings in Rob’s record shop, in which Laura has invested her savings,
provide much that is informative about the place of records in contemporary life and
the cultural practices appertaining to them. Prior to taking ownership of his shop,
Robert had been a D-J, and includes among his ‘dream jobs’ that of being a New
Musical Express journalist and a producer on Atlantic Records ( ibid., pp. 221–2). It is
a reminder that the ‘art circle’ (Dickie 1975) associated with the record industry has
increased its circumference since the days of 78s, and now includes within its bound-
aries many new types of musical identities. These include the retailers of records who,
as the industry has become more specialised, now operate in shops that sell one form
of music and no other, and are generally disdainful of their competitors. Rob’s own
shop, for example, sells ‘punk, blues, soul, R & B, a bit of ska, some indie . . .
everything for the serious record collector’ ( ibid., p. 30) but which is almost impossible
to acquire in a Mega Virgin Store. Like much associated with the record industry
(Keightley 1997), the shop is a decidedly male domain. The three who manage it
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exhibit an incessant surliness, especially towards customers whose musical tastes
they find objectionable. Definitely not the place to enquire about ‘I only called to say
I loved you’. The territory of record shops comes across as a gate kept one, with its
own codes of xenophobia and ways of dealing with phonographic aliens.

The novel is also about fidelity of the more emotional kind, about what can
happen when relationships break up and former lovers seek retribution through their
record collections. At one point Rob is invited to view one in London’s Wood Green
that the woman of the house wishes to sell. It turns out to be a dream collection of the
rare and much sought after, the best Rob has ever seen: Elvis originals from the 1960s,
fan-only club Beatles, rare blues singles, and worth a fortune on the open market. Rob
is offered the lot for £50. The woman’s husband, who amassed the vinyl equivalent of
the Ufizzi, has run off to Spain with a younger woman, and the wife, outraged, wants
revenge. A sense of empathy for the man who husbanded the collection soon quashes
any desire of Rob’s to get rich at the husband’s expense. Even infidelity of the most
venal kind does not justify such vengeance. Those who live through their record
collections do not deserve to die by them! The moral excursus provides a warning for
Rob that eventually results in reconciliation with Laura, that relationships must live
beyond the musical tastes of their participants, and efforts to imprint one partner’s
tastes on another are doomed. Thus in a peacemaking gesture towards Laura, Rob
assembles a compilation tape – one of the cultural offshoots of the cassettes – ‘that’s
full of stuff she’s heard of, and full of stuff she’d play’ ( ibid., p. 245).

At one point in the novel, when Rob is drowning in a slough of despond, he
decides to re-organise his collection of two thousand records. He classifies them along
autobiographical lines, of when, why and for whom they were bought. The result is a
portrait-of-self according to albums, which means every time he plays them Rob is
forced to confront his past. It is not that the idea of music as a mnemonic is new; it is
that recording gives it new force and frequency, and much greater powers of preci-
sion.6 Hornby’s underlying idea then, is that records represent extensions of the self,
and provide new ways of entering into relationships. When Rob plays a CD he
becomes a historical being, reviving past performances of music with which he closely
identifies and with which he wants others to identify, and which in their turn become
part of his own history, his own being, reminders of relationships long gone the way
of all flesh.

Much the same idea pervades Jessica Adams’ novel Cool for Cats. At its outset,
Linda Tyler has just compiled a list of ten songs that have changed her life. Believing
that it will reveal more about herself than a conventional résumé, she encloses the list
along with her application for a dream job as a reporter on the New Wave Weekly
(Adams 2003, p. 7). It has its desired effect and NWW hires her; she moves from rural
Sussex to Kentish Town, and, in the process, ditches her boyfriend, David, with whom
she once drew a Venn diagram to determine how much their musical tastes inter-
sected. They mostly did not! Both the list and the Venn diagram are confirmation
of the Hornby hypothesis: that shared musical tastes are predicates of good
relationships.

It is late 1979: Margaret Thatcher has become Prime Minister, records are still
played on turntables, articles written on typewriters, the Sex Pistols are ‘historeeee’,
but their incendiary force still rages – at least, in Linda’s circle. Her journalistic
mentors are Lester Bangs and Julie Burchill – real figures in the rock industry. Her
duties include compiling twenty reviews a week which appear under several nom-de-
plumes, to make it appear that NWW is a larger paper than it actually is; her speciality
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is interviews with women bands which her male colleagues refuse to conduct. The
same sexism and rock elitism found at Championship Vinyl is found at NWW, a paper
that only sponsors bands on the cusp of fame, and have yet to entertain a Faustian
bargain with the hated majors. Those that have are invariably slated and their trashy
CDs kneaded into ashtrays, which are contemptibly sold at the Camden Markets.
Linda’s only sexual fling in this world of aspiring Malcolm McLarens is with Evan, an
Australian photographer, whose sexual prowess is disappointingly skin-deep. Her
disenchantment with men parallels that on the record journalism front: in the end she
realises that words and music are mutually exclusive. Even in the hands of articulate
rock wordsmiths like Julie Burchill, music writing still sounds (if that is right word)
like cardboard: ‘You’ll never get the essence of it within a typewriter. Never. I mean,
how can you get the Jam on a piece of paper’ ( ibid., p. 265).

Conclusion

This insight brings the paper full circle, and to an apposite conclusion. The phono-
graph rather than eliminating the written word has produced, paradoxically, an
industry in which the written word is a dominant force, spreading the word about
recorded music (Symes 2004). Yet, for the most part, the narratives generated by the
phonograph are limited in their accounts of the experience of recording. This reflects
the fact that hearing is less accessible to linguistic articulation and expression than
seeing, partly because the vocabulary of sound is a much less extensive one. But it also
reflects a metaphysical ‘truth’: that while literature and music draw on the same
material universe, sound, they occupy very different ‘acoustic’ realms and which
means that listening to music, be it on or off the record, is inevitably one that
transcends comprehensive explication.

At a more general level though, the literary record of recording demonstrates
that the world of recording now exists in its own right alongside performed music,
and has its own apologists, venues and networks of practitioners: producers, journal-
ists and dealers. The centrifugal forces generated by recordings were powerful ones,
producing unexpected musical outcomes. Who would have imagined that there
would be individuals who lived their whole lives around records? Well, novelists did
and their novels emphasise how the musical uptake of the phonograph was an
extensive one, continuing beyond the surface area of the record into new realms of
cultural activity.

Records, a particularly telling word in this connection, were always envisaged as
having the capacity to raise the voices of the dead, and to make them live again. This
insight, originally advanced in the 1880s, remains as pertinent as ever. From the
cylinder through to the compact disc, the death-defying powers of the phonograph
fascinated writers, and their novels and short stories have chronicled the way the
contemporary cultures have become wired for music. Above all, their various records
of the record provide insights into the way the phonograph has enabled individuals to
impress their own meanings and purposes on music, and to make it, as never before,
an accompaniment to their lives, providing a ‘cornucopia of artistic enjoyment from
the grave to the gay’.

Endnotes

1. The mediation of music was not restricted to the
phonograph and eventually embraced the tel-

ephone, radio, and tape recording, which also
played a significant role in extending the reach
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of music beyond its live forms. Their develop-
ment is a significant aspect of the so-called
‘Ensoniment’ – the sound analogue of the
Enlightenment (Sterne 2003, p. 2).

2. Though there was not much consensus about
how a gramophone should sound. In Woolf’s
Between the Acts, it sounds like a steam engine:
‘chuff, chuff’ (Woolf 1992).

3. There were some notable exceptions. One was
composer Darius Milhaud, who was fascinated
by jazz, and obtained recordings to understand
its musical textures (Milhaud 1952, p. 118).

4. Record companies such as Victor had been
pressing home these advantages in their adver-
tising from 1902 onwards, and insisting that
records provided experiences equivalent to at-
tending a live opera (See Millard 1995, p. 63).

5. The ‘starring’ of recording artists began in the
early part of the twentieth century with Enrico
Caruso who figured prominently in early

record advertising. In the 1960s and 1970s, the
widespread interest in rock and roll produced a
glut of novels about rock stars – many of them
turned into films for rock musicians to star in –
but which focused more on drug and sex than
making records. Typical is Jenny Fabian’s
Groupie (Fabian 1970). From the other end of the
literary spectrum is Thomas Bernhard’s The
Loser (Bernhard 1991), which is a fictionalised
account of Canadian pianist Glenn Gould, who
midway through his performing career forsook
the concert hall for the recording studio, though
the novel does not deal with this aspect of his
career.

6. This idea is developed in Proust’s Remembrance
of Things Past, where Vinteuil’s Violin Sonata –
César Franck’s Sonata for Violin and Piano –
has the capacity to evoke memories (Aronson
1980, p. 23).
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